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Introduction People who should read this book
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Everyone that is planning to go to Heaven.
The Literate: The most important book you might ever
read.
You believe in God but have some unanswered
questions.
You don’t really completely understand the soul. You say
it is what?
You are planning to go to heaven when you die but have
some questions about that too.
You believe in creation but have some questions about
that as well.
You want to believe in God, but don’t want to go to church
or join a religion.
You want a clear explanation how to live your best life
now.
You go to church and want to make sure you have all the
essential information about God?
You are not certain what ‘God’s will’ really means. What
does God want from me?
You are not sure what it means to control the energy of
your soul. What does that even mean?
You have had some puzzling thoughts about the Holy
Bible, or other Holy books.
You belong to a religion that believes Jesus was a great
teacher?
You belong to a religion that does not acknowledge Jesus
in any way. What is the fuss about? Is there a fuss?
You belong to any religion that worships the one true
Creator, we call God.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You think sometimes that your life is a mess, with too
much turmoil, and has too many unresolved issues, or
you feel derailed? You want resolve!
You follow the teachings of your clergy and believe they
have you on the right track to heaven.
You believe your religion or clergy is responsible for
getting your soul to heaven, as long as you do what they
say.
You want to understand how to control your mind and
soul?
You are not confident about your connection to God, for
any reason?
You believe your family or friends are responsible for
getting you to heaven?
You’re interested in learning about a parallel world that is
ever present yet alien to us, and filled with beings that are
alien to us as well?
You think going to heaven is too hard.

If your answers to any of these questions lacked confidence,
certainty, or caused you to wonder, and you would like to be
more informed and confident, then this book should help you
resolve all of those questions.

What is this book about?
•

•
•

This book is a spiritual transformational program for your
mind and soul. By following this program for evolving your
mind and soul, will enable you to resolve everything
important to you and will bring inner peace to your life.
This book is a complete program for getting the energies
of your body, mind, and soul synchronized with God.
This book explains how to get to heaven. You show that
you want to live with God in Heaven with a life focused on
behaviors that are consistently energy building.
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•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

This book will explain how God changed the rules for
getting to heaven. It will explain how the energy, called
the spirit of the teachings of Jesus, was missed by
everyone up until now. This explanation could be
shocking to you. All that has been confusing to you will
finally make sense. You will say, “Of course that is right, I
knew it all along”.
The thought and perspective of this book are a
wonderfully unique look at God. It is intended for people
that believe in God or want to. It is not intended to
convince closed minded people or those resistant to God.
It will provide fresh new clarity for those that are open to
learning.
This book explains how to evolve your soul to a higher
purity, which is what God wants from us that are seeking
God. You will learn how the soul is a separate being
attached to us during this life on earth. That soul does not
go to heaven empty either.
This book explains how to evolve your mind with new
knowledge and understanding.
This book is for people that are averse to attending, or
feel uncomfortable attending church or being a part of a
religion, but want God.
This book is for those that are part of any religion on the
earth, but want a supplemental, reliable and independent
source for learning about God.
This book is for those that believe they are entitled to
heaven, either by the promise to Abraham, or because of
the blood sacrifice of Jesus by God.
This book is the foundational core to all future
presentations and programming we will provide. The
future includes development of motion picture
programming for specific topical study. One series will
focus on the energy of behavior and another on
relationships, and how to understand these better. It is not
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•

•

•
•

•

psychology. It is based in the ‘felt energy’ only our soul
can register.
Although this book primarily uses the energy of the
teachings of Jesus to explain the Kingdom of God, it is
absolutely not just for Christians. It is for anyone that
wants to tune in better to God. It is teaching like you have
never heard before. It crosses many established
boundaries.
This book explains a parallel world of God that is unseen
by anyone. It teaches you about understanding that
unseen world of God, such that it is clear to you. This
book will show you how to bring good health to your
immortal self that lives in that world.
This book explains God as an energy source unlike any
other. It explains this world of energy that defines
everything, seen or unseen.
This book does not quote scripture. It is not based in the
literal writings of the Gospels, but is based in the ‘Felt
Energy’ of the written word. Jesus called this viewpoint,
the Spirit of the writing. Only the spirit is pure. The spirit of
the teachings of Jesus is broader than the writing. The
spirit reveals to us any additions or little mistakes made
along the way, whether by translation, interpretation or
insertion.
This book is independent thought, not connected to
denominational or religious charters, rules, creeds,
formalities, customs, culture, conventions, procedures,
books of order, and is supplemental to any religious
instruction. This book teaches God for everyone. Why?
God is for everyone.

You will be surprised and thrilled with the knowledge you
gain from reading this book. It is filled with buried treasure. You
will marvel at what you learn here. It is packed with new thought.
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Chapter One
Why is this book necessary?
In this chapter, I want to pose some basic questions that will
explain the NECESSITY FOR THIS BOOK.
What problem now exists, that needs to be addressed? Is
there a problem in the world we are not aware of, but we
should know more about?
Does this problem require a book to address the
problem?
What is the problem?
The high level basis for this book: This book is based on
my discoveries during a nine year period in which I did a
transformation of my mind and soul. My transformation began
with a life crisis. My marriage was in trouble and my now ex-wife
convinced me to see a therapist with her. The first session
revealed that my personal issues were highly destructive to
relationships. He was a seasoned therapist.
The way I lived my life and the behaviors I used were normal
to me and I never had cause to believe I had a problem with my
behaviors. His confrontation opened me up to seeing what I was
unable to see previously. He challenged me to pray to God to
become a more loving person. I worked hard in therapy and
studied all the self help books suggested by the therapist, or
subsequently discovered myself. My mind was cracked open but
unresolved by this therapy and I began searching for answers to
my troubled spirit.
In the years of my transformation, I studied what religions
teach, particularly the various Christian and new age religions. I
familiarized myself with most of the non Christian religions. I still
was nowhere near my goal to find an end to my inner conflicted
energies. I was a complete mess. My reading and the therapy
had revealed that my behaviors were abominable. With my new
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knowledge of my behaviors, I was actually worse off emotionally
than when I started.
There was no alignment between the energies of my mind,
my soul, and God. I had missed something. What was it? I
racked my brain looking. I searched but could not find anything in
print that resolved my inner conflicts.
I spent four years of focused and concentrated conversation
with God, alone in my car, night after night, struggling with God.
We spent thousands of hours together. My quest for inner peace
consumed me!
God heard me, and slowly revealed to me an
understanding of the energy that I have within my control
that I was unaware of. This is energy that is available to me but
was completely unknown to me, even with all the religious
instruction I have had. This energy is part of what you will
understand too after reading this book.
My expanded Journey: My transformational journey led me
to discover new realizations that I was previously blind to. I was
a horribly dreadful person when I started on this journey to
become a more loving person. I studied the teachings of the best
thought leaders and listened tirelessly over and over to their
programs.
I tried to understand how to do everything I was told I should
do. I didn’t know how. But my wisdom grew. Each time I was
stumped, I prayed for understanding. Some came easily and
some tortured me. I am a highly resistant controlling person.
These realizations I had provided me the wisdom I was
missing in my religious training and from the volumes of self help
books I read. These realizations were not a part of the therapy I
had received. Pure psychology is a science and does not
recognize the unseen world of God, or the energy that only our
soul can feel.
While I was in the process of reaching greater realizations, I
was so consumed in thought, so immersed that everything else
in my life became boring. I had become consumed with deep
thought. I became comfortable with living this way. When I
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reached the end, I emerged from that isolation so I could share
what I learned with you. Now, I can explain to you how easy it is
to have the life you want and be completely confident you are on
the way to heaven.
My journey took nine years from the start until all major
realizations were reached. My evolution of mind and soul
continues. Purification work goes on.
What prompted me to start this transformational
journey?
My former wife and I were having marital problems. She
interviewed several therapists on the phone and found one that
was male, that she thought I wouldn’t be able to manipulate and
control. I agreed to go see him. He had worked with a lot of Vets,
which was an added bonus. I was stuck on many issues in my
mind about the war.
He had also gone through a divorce recently and was familiar
with divorce first hand. His divorce had left him in a hole, but his
skill was high and that is what I needed. I knew if I used him
right, he could be valuable to me.
It began with the therapy: In the first session I went to, with
my wife at the time, we were there to find solutions for our
marriage problems. He talked to each of us about what we
thought was wrong in the marriage. After each of us had voiced
our thoughts, he said that before he could do any marriage
therapy, he needed to do some one on one therapy with me first.
I had no idea what he was talking about.
In that first session, the therapist gave me a book to read and
to return the following week when I was scheduled to come back
alone. I read the book, and was left shaking my head in disbelief.
The book is out of print now. It was simply written. It was written
by a lawyer that had faced the wretched person that he was, and
discovered very dark behaviors. The name of the book was
called ‘_ _ _ hole no more’.
I went back the second week having read the book. I told the
therapist I was indeed what the book said. The therapist
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corrected me and said that my behavior was horrible, but I was
not a _ _ _hole. I had difficulty grasping his explanation.
I reached a plateau with the therapy pretty fast, after only a
few sessions. I could only handle so much of this therapy. But he
had successfully planted seeds for thought, and several of these
seeds began to grow. I started to see the edge of the miserable
darkness I was in.
My marriage continued downhill. Thinking I could resurrect
the marriage, I asked my wife if we could return to the therapist. I
wanted to see if the therapist thought the marriage was
salvageable. We could not communicate with each other. This
time it was her that reluctantly agreed to go with me.
The therapist didn’t hesitate to say that there was no chance
for the marriage to continue. I’m sure I knew already. I realized
my wife had shut down to me completely.
In that session with my wife and the therapist, I told him that I
wanted to continue seeing him for personal counseling. The
seeds he had planted, in the prior sessions, had sprouted and
my mind was in chaos.
He knew just how ugly my behavior was and said he didn’t
want to be my therapist. I had to beg. I promised him I would
take it seriously and asked if he would assign me homework,
which came in the form of books to read and digest.
He said I was argumentative and in denial of any
responsibility for my behavior. I was shut down and hard headed.
I was too intelligent! He thought I would try to out talk and outwit
him. I agreed not to argue and just listen and respond to his
questions. It was highly interactive therapy, versus just lying on a
couch and talking without progress. I really wanted to see the
progress. I wanted results.
He wanted to know why I thought I needed the therapy. I said
“I don’t do relationships well. That is all I know”.
So I was humble and listened, asking lots of questions, and
learned. He had reluctantly agreed to take me on.
There was lots of reading every week. I worked hard to
understand him and what I was reading. It was shocking what I
8
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discovered about myself. I was an absolutely horrible person in
how I used my behavior.
Within a couple of sessions we were rolling. He knew that I
professed to be a believer in God and claimed to be a good
Christian. He is Jewish, but he knew enough about the New
Testament to use that in the therapy. He explained Jesus in a
way I had never heard before, but his explanations made
complete sense. Still, I felt no resolution, just more confusion.
He taught me how to visualize and asked me to visualize my
funeral. He said to imagine that I could rise above the grave and
look below at the funeral. The next week, I told him what I saw. I
told him I saw my two children there at my graveside service and
only them.
I heard them talking and could determine they were attending
reluctantly, out of obligation. No one else was there. I assumed
from the poor turnout that I had no family or friends that wanted
to attend. It made me wonder what my life had been about, or
what my carbon footprint had done to help the world. Did I have
any redeeming value? I was saddened by this to the point of
deep despair. I was headed down into a deep depression.
In a subsequent session, the therapist asked me to pray to
God, and ask God genuinely, to make me a more loving person.
The therapist wanted me to pray and insist that God make me
more loving, no matter what it took. I prayed that prayer in all
earnestness! God listened and took me to heart.
That prayer brought God’s involvement into my long
transformational journey. I actually asked God to take control
of my life. I gave Him carte blanche to guide my life. God took
control of my transformation at that point. It was a partnership
with Him. He does the parts that I can’t do. My part is the study
and the mental processing part. I do everything that is within my
power.
I was the artist clay, only was old and dried up broken clay.
He had to break me down into someone usable from the clay. He
did a really good job at that.
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My therapist told me after a few months of one session per
week, that we had done what takes most people three years to
do. He and I had disagreed about how to proceed and I stopped
seeing him. Our sessions had become non productive. Progress
had tapered off.
I had lost my job in Silicon Valley, and my life was collapsing
all around me. I sold the house and was internet dating to the
max to fill the hole in me. I was drinking hard, partying and out of
control.
I had to quit my self help book reading for awhile while it
soaked in more, and later picked it up again. We can only push
so hard and then need to soak in our thoughts. That was the
beginning of my transformation. It took several more years of
looking hard for answers before I came to realize what was
missing in the therapy, or religion, or literal scripture, or the entire
self help world.
What we learn here: We will learn that our world has a
parallel world that is unseen. This is called the spiritual world.
God lives in this world as well as the angels of Heaven and of
Mother Nature, demons, your soul and mine, and the spiritual
definitions for everything God or man has created inhabit this
world. These are the beings of the unseen world.
A spirit can only be described as an unknown energy that is
created to do something specific. This energy defines everything.
A complete spiritual definition powers the creation we see. We
learn that this spirit can be felt by our soul, but not sensed by our
five senses. Our soul lives in the unseen world, and
communicates with other creations through their spirit.
We learn that our soul is not going to heaven empty. Our
soul is collecting impressions from every feeling we have. The
feelings our soul feels makes an impression on the soul.
Impressions are kept in the memory bank of the soul, not the
mind. The mind is not a filter over what feelings are stored. All
feelings are stored in the soul. There is no limit. The mind stores
knowledge, memories, and digested thought. Digested thought
also creates a feeling that is stored in the soul.
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We learn that every single thing we think or do creates a
newly defined spirit. Each new spirit is alive. You have created
it. It is your creation. Nothing can exist without an unknown
energy that defines it. Other people feel the energy of your
words, actions and sometimes our thoughts.
We know that great scientist have reluctantly decided that the
energy that gives matter shape and function cannot be seen by
any microscope. It cannot be measured with any instrument.
Scientist cannot see the energy that powers any creation.
At least one famous scientist decided that the composition
and function of all matter must have been decided by an external
source that cannot be seen. Science has not gone so far as to
say the external source must be The Master Energy Source we
call God, but the implication is clear.
God is the name given to a monumental energy source
that we have no comprehension of.
Every physical form that we can see or measure has an
external unseen energy source that defines the shape and
function. We call that a spirit. Your soul senses every spirit in
your field. Your soul can find any spirit that you seek.
This energy, the spirit that defines matter but cannot be seen,
lives in the unseen world called spiritual. Everything that exists
has a spirit. Every word you speak, or thought you think, or
sentence you speak, has its own spirit. A spirit is energy that is
defined to do something specific, or many things. Do spirits
change?
Someone tells you that you are ignorant. You take immediate
offense. You harbor that hurt in your soul and a mind memory
connects to this hurt in your soul. You have a disturbance from
this damaging spirit in your soul. Later this person tells you they
meant you are ignorant about how cell calls are able to exist.
You now know they are right and this spirit is modified. You are
resolved and this spirit no longer bothers you. This spirit now
has a different feeling.
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A raisin has a spirit. All that the raisin can do is defined by an
unseen power. That is the spirit of the raisin. The physical part of
the raisin is what we see, taste, smell, or touch.
I want you to grasp this part quickly, as this information has
evaded our attention for far too long. Our world is physical. Our
soul is not physical. Our soul is not a human being, it is a
Soul being. It is a life form of its own. This life form is
immortal. It is unlike any alien that we can imagine, but is like an
alien. This alien is connected to you and is under the control of
your mind until your death.
Your mind does not have any idea what the soul is now, so
the soul is neglected. The mind has become insensitive to the
feelings that the soul reports to the mind. The feelings are thrown
away in the ‘I just can’t comprehend that’ file. You mind disallows
most feelings.
The mind is in control of the soul on this earth. With further
awareness, the mind can decide to open the gate to the soul
wider, so more feelings can get through. Until the mind
acknowledges the unseen world, and understands that world, the
soul has limited useful power. The mind is the gatekeeper and
control center.
Feelings are stored in the soul. Your soul takes all of
those to heaven. Your soul is not going to heaven with nothing
inside. Everything you have ever felt is going with your soul to
heaven.
You sense the physical world with your five physical
senses. You register all you feel from the five senses and from
the sixth sense you register all that surrounds you. Impressions
are stored in the soul and memories in the mind.
WE will often repeat what is new or difficult to understand on
the first pass. ‘WE’ interprets to mean my mind, my soul and
God, the Master Energy Source. WE are writing this book
together.
My time with the therapist had not brought me resolve. I had
read dozens of books that addressed many ugly behaviors.
These self help books are mostly written by people with various
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advanced degrees in psychology. Some venture into the unseen
world of the spiritual.
Pure Psychology is the science of the mind by definition.
Science does not recognize what it cannot quantify, or measure.
Science excludes God. Science excludes your soul. Though
some psychologists will discuss the spiritual, they do not
recognize that we have a separate attached fully functional alien.
Consequently, most therapists have no idea how to help the
soul, a separate being, to get healthy. No matter how much
therapy you have, if you soul is unresolved, the therapy is only
partially helpful.
I picked up every self help book that I could find. Sometimes I
studied everything in the book, and some I scanned in the library
or book store, and glued in to the parts that hit a memory or a
feeling. The lack of answers drove me crazy.
The information that the books provided me, caused me to
take a dive. I became deeply depressed. I began a grieving
process that lasted for a long time. I simply couldn’t find the
answers I needed to resolve my inner energy conflicts. I could
not find resolve in any book I read, or audio I heard or video I
watched. I thought there must be something more that I was
missing. What was the missing piece?
Previously, when I was doing the therapy, my Therapist had
challenged me in our sessions to pursue a goal that was not so
easily achievable for me. I had long wanted to pursue a goal to
produce high quality educational motion picture programming.
My children were both away at college or working, and so I
moved to LA to learn the film business.
The first year there, I got connected to film people. In my
transformational progress, I was now fully depressed and I had
lost all my fire and energy. Realizing all the damage I had done
had caused me a deep despondency. I had been hopeful that
this pursuit would bring me greater meaning in life. Instead, I felt
like dying. But I am not suicidal, so became a lump of
lifelessness in the corner, bemoaning my situation. I had pity
parties, but no one came.
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I held on to that goal to produce my style of educational
programming. I got involved in learning the film business by
reading many books, and getting onto movie and television
production sets. People in the business advised me the best way
to get on a lot of sets. I am a good visual learner and studied the
many techniques used in the actual filming. I did not get much
exposure to post production, where a good part of the magic
happens.
It came at a time when much of the production was moving
from film to digital, so was able to see the differences. The more
I learned about filmmaking, the more elusive this goal became.
I could see after taking a popular two day film school that I
would need a lot of money to do what I wanted to do. It would
take huge amounts of money to produce a substantial library. I
have no experience raising capital.
I had worked with some startups in Silicon Valley and knew
that if your company was not up and working well, or viable
competitors, they are easily bought, taken over by the giants and
put to sleep. I didn’t want that to happen. It seemed no part of
that dream, with the high and lofty goals, would ever come to
pass for me. This goal simply seemed too big for me.
I decided to publish a book about the educational
methodology, which explains how to do this type of instruction I
believe the world desperately needs. I had come to believe that
the book was the answer and perhaps the most success I could
expect. Perhaps that book would permit others a blueprint. It
seemed everything I wanted to do, even imagining a worldwide
distribution network, was out of my hands and therefore not a
realistic goal.
I wrote several drafts of the book about the methodology, I let
a friend read part of it and the news was painful. She told me the
book was genius, but there was probably no market for the book.
I was devastated! I went to God in prayer about that.
When you have a goal, each step you achieve should be
considered a success. Take all the successes you can, even if
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others don’t see it as a great success, it is. That you
accomplished any part of your goal is a success.
While I was learning the film business, I continued my ‘self
help’ and Bible study. Some of the material I had to read or listen
to so many times, as I was just not getting something. I was
deeply troubled. I attended various churches that were popular. I
became involved with Bible study groups.
I studied the teachings of certain theologians. I listened in on
the groups that formed around other popular self help gurus.
This seemed to attract many other people with unresolved
energies. Some were people from the Transcendental Meditation
movement that were still seeking answers to resolve their
conflicts.
Now I have been able to see why none of the teaching
provided me a feeling of resolve. That is what I was looking for. I
really wanted to feel good inside, and about myself.
I am the type of person that likes to ask a lot of questions
when I am confused. It is irritating and infuriating to most
teachers. I usually don’t wait to be called on, as they ignore me.
When I hear something that doesn’t make sense, I ask the
questions that come to mind. Often these are hard questions.
I studied every word of what was spoken in sermons from the
CD’s. I looked for inconsistencies, or fabrications, or smoke and
mirrors versus complete truth. I listened to every quality self help
guru. I did everything I could to find the answers that would bring
peace to me, but there was no peace.
My finances had gotten low. I was making very little money. It
left me unable to afford much. I was poor to the max. I had burnt
my bridges from every job I ever had, and could find no familiar
work. Do you remember what the book was called that my
therapist first gave me? Well, those behaviors were prevalent in
the jobs I had as well. No one wanted me back.
Having no money to do normal things, I spent countless
hours in my SUV thinking, reading and questioning. I felt so bad,
I would cry out to God for answers and relief. God told me He
loved this alone time with me in my truck, as He and I had a lot
15
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of time to talk. And talk we did. We talked for weeks, months and
that became years. We talked night and day.
I had told God a while back, that the rest of my life would be
focused on serving Him, as I understood it. I wanted to make up
for all the damage I had done in my life. I thought that serving
God meant producing instructional programming, but God had
made other plans for me.
God told me to put that dream of filmmaking, along with those
goals, on the back burner with no heat. I interpreted that to mean
it was dead. God had told me to forget those goals for now. God
had new plans for me.
That was fairly devastating, as I had been thinking about and
researching my ideas for over thirty five years. I kept
remembering the one producer that spoke to a group I attended.
He told us to, “Never, never, never give up” on our quest. He
actually said ‘never’ about twelve times. His determination in
becoming such a major producer was remarkable.
Every time I was stumped in my understanding, I prayed for
wisdom. God is very generous with understanding. I wanted the
pain to stop. My world was upside down. I was in a horrible
mental state. Sometimes I felt like life was over and I should just
die. At times my heart would well up and would physically hurt.
My children, up North in the SF East Bay Valley area, were
highly concerned about my state of mind, and were shaken by
my pursuit and meager living situation. All this time I prayed for
God to take care of them. He did! My quest for transformation,
and how I thought I was supposed to serve God, caused me to
feel irresponsible to my son and daughter.
As I learned how to love, my love for my kids grew large. I
desperately wanted to spend more time with them. Early on, they
had not seen the changes in my behavior they needed to see. I
had not found the right answers yet. They still thought of me for
the behavior I had shown while they were growing up. Feeling
my feelings was not enough to convince anyone I was changed,
as my behavior lapses were apparent. I desperately wanted
them to see a new me. I was hurting like never before.
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I wanted to show them I had become a new person. But they
were in the north and I was in LA. I would change a bit and then
tell them I had changed, but I was far from the changes I needed
to make, and they didn’t believe me.
I had caused them a lot of damage, and though I wanted to
no longer do that, it seems that the damage continued with my
absence and living situation. That has provided me a lot of
sadness. I learned how to cry! I would cry out to God in deep
anguish. I have yet to fully reconcile those relationships.
Mending broken relationships takes time, no control agenda, a
lot of love and a need to be a lot more available as well.
The strain on my relationships, with my adult children, has
provided me many gut wrenching painful years of sadness. They
tell me the same is true for them. How happy I will be to see
greater resolution.
Bit by bit, God revealed to me what I needed to know.
The information I needed to know was right in front of my eyes
but I didn’t understand so couldn’t see it. What I discovered was
amazing. I discovered that I did not understand the unseen world
of God. That is where the answers were. Nothing is complete
until you understand the felt energy of everything in your life.
I had a superficial and legalistic understanding of God. I could
say the words of scripture but didn’t understand what I was
saying. I discovered a world that could only be compared to
science fiction.
This world is filled with beings that are alien to my
understanding, or anything I could have ever imagined. God
provided me the wisdom and visual images that brought me new
synchronized energies.
I discovered that God is a massive energy source. I did
not really understand the world we call spiritual. I discovered it
was much more involved than anything I have ever heard in
church or in all the bible study groups I had been in. I questioned
whether any teacher of the Bible I had ever heard was tuned into
this world of energy that exists separately, yet all of which is
present in our physical world.
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I was legalistic in all my beliefs. I did not understand the
spiritual world. Putting the physical and spiritual together
provided a complete picture. There is no synchronization of
energies until you do that.
I was raised to be a strict and conservative Christian. My
father’s dream for me was to be a Southern Baptist Minister. I
listened carefully to all I was taught in my religious training. I
asked questions that drew many blank stares from the Bible
teachers, often being told my questions were heresy.
I was questioning what I was supposed to just accept.
This is not allowed in religion. They do not want you to question
what they say. You are just supposed to accept it and believe
they are right. I wanted an explanation for my questions so I
could understand.
No matter which religion or denomination, my questions met
with scowls, finger shaking, and verbal condemnations. Ugh! It
was horrible trying to find answers to the mysteries of God.
It seemed I was being taught in church that what is evil was
actually good. Condemnation of non Christian professing people
was considered good to religion, while having sex with someone
you love is bad. You can see how confusing things were to me.
It seemed everywhere I looked, in or out of religion, the
answers I needed, no one seemed to have.
I discovered that people do not understand the world of
unseen energy called spiritual. I could find no one that
seemed to understand what is going on in this alien world, where
beings exist that are stranger than anything imaginable. The
power of this world exceeds anything I could imagine. This
spiritual world was actually very real and ever present, but
unseen.
People do not understand that they have an alien life
form attached to them until they die. This alien has
intelligence, reasoning, creativity and stores our feelings. This
life form will provide us physical results in our life. The soul
works for you even though you are unaware of it. It responds to
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what you believe is true. It perpetually reaches all around you
sensing every other spirit.
The soul can find and communicate with any other spiritual
forms, including the spiritual energy of a book. The soul connects
with the spirit of the book and will cause the book to fall off the
shelf. This type of connection is commonly reported.
Jesus said our soul can connect to the spiritual energy of a
mountain and tell it to jump into the sea. You only need to truly
believe it and have no doubts about it. That is a lot of power the
soul has. It is only possible in the unseen world. The mind need
only release that power.
The evidence is enormous, even preponderous. The more
God gave me wisdom about this world, the more fascinating it
became. I finally had tapped into the energy of God that is
unseen to us, but is in everything He created, and is in
everything we think, say or do.
I did not understand what the soul is exactly. I talked
about my soul like it was, of course, going to heaven, but had no
idea what was going to heaven. I had a pretty good idea about
angels and demons, or at least thought I did, but the soul that I
explain, was never taught to me. I will teach you how to
understand this soul so you can understand it is the key to your
power now and in heaven.
It is the soul that will cause your life to become energized.
Only God can destroy a soul. It is immortal. It lives on.
All creations have a spirit. Only man has two spirits. One
of our spirits is the energy that sustains the body functions. That
is governed by Mother Nature. The other spirit is a fully
functioning being that has its own mind and knows how to
negotiate in the world of spirits.
Our mind cannot know how the soul’s world works. However,
the intelligence center of the soul, feels the mind’s energy
exactly. It never has to ask if you believe something or not, as it
will respond to anything you believe, whether it is good or evil.
All creations have a spirit, whether a stone or an ape. In
creation thinking, we must remember that every creation starts in
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the unseen world with energy we cannot understand. We cannot
understand that we are defined and powered by an energy that
we cannot see. The energy we cannot understand or see, that
defines us physically, and that only God understands, enables us
to exist. Primate man had a spirit but not a soul. Primate man
was the field experiment of human functionality.
Our soul was created to be immortal. Only angels, demons
and the human soul were created to be immortal. Only God can
create or destroy a soul. All the feelings you have that go into the
soul, on this earth, are stored there for eternity. The soul takes
all our feelings to heaven. Each feeling has a defined energy,
like a recording. One feeling cannot be mistaken for another.
The Mind can control our attached soul, a separate
‘being’ while on the earth. The soul uses its own intelligence
and ability to get things done in the unseen world. We know that
now. The soul will bring you results in your life.
These results, like writing that is better than your best, is in
response to what the soul senses you truly believe. You don’t
need to be aware of that for that to happen. It is happening now.
These results are limited by what the mind will allow.
The mind thinks these results are the result of having a good
day, or bad. If you think you should be depressed, the soul steps
up and makes sure you are thoroughly depressed. It uses the
power it has in the unseen world to do that.
When you become more aware of the soul, you can direct it
to bring you results. The mind must still see you absolutely
believe this is possible and that you want it very much. Your
mind has ignored this attached alien being because of a lack of
knowledge about it. The soul can slightly extend your current
abilities by a small margin. This is something the mind will allow.
But if you wanted the soul to allow you to fly down the football
field, it would not do that. You simply don’t believe this is
possible. The soul could easily carry you down the field. When
you learn to convince yourself of this power, your results will be
better. You that want greater success should learn how to
convince the mind of what the soul is capable of.
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The soul can see the real truth of anything. It senses the
absolute truth of every spirit. Spirits cannot hide their truth. The
spirit of anything is transparent to the soul. When we take
conscious control of our mind and allow the soul to do its best
work, you will see amazing power come into your life.
Where do you go to learn about God? Why is this book
necessary? Where do you learn about this soul? This being that
is formless and can reach thousands of miles instantly to
connect with another soul? Where do you go now if you want to
learn about that soul?
You can go to church to learn. But does church teach you all
you need to know? What if you don’t go to church? Where do
you go to learn about God? What if religion has done more
damage to your soul than helped it? Where do you go now? Are
you supposed to give up on learning about God? What if you feel
like an alien in church like I do?
I discovered that this alien soul is attached to us for the
remainder of our lives, and is limited by the control of our mind.
The mind doesn’t understand this alien being but the mind IS
responsible for the soul. We explain how your mind can take
control of itself.
Only the soul goes to heaven after your physical death.
The body does not go to heaven. The mind is part of the body.
Therefore your mind is not going to heaven. What does the soul
have inside of it that does go to heaven? If the soul doesn’t
have our memories that are in the brain, then what will the
soul rise to heaven with? What would God do with an empty
shell in heaven? What would be the point of your time on Earth?
What is this soul taking to heaven that makes it uniquely us?

The world has changed
What has changed in the world that is worthy of note? Some
major changes have happened in recent decades. Now we have
very fast wireless internet speeds and Wi-Fi everywhere. We
have amazing smart phones. Our computers are able to do
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streaming video. Do you wonder how much better it could be
than now? Our technology is quite advanced.
God can dispatch angels to you in less than a second. What
kind of technology is that? The internet provides us broad and far
reaching content that is allowing more freedom to learn than ever
before.
Therefore, we are able to provide you good quality instruction
about God or anything, available any time you are ready for it. If
you feel like you want a nice backdrop for prayer, or meditation,
or a beautiful garden, or listen to uplifting music, or tune up your
behavior or relationship skills, then you should have that
available. Wouldn’t you prefer a special setting available for your
mind and soul when you need it? How about a nice visualization
along with words to soothe? It is our intent to provide you those.
How are things different with this approach? This book will be
the foundation for all that will be developed and available to you
on the Web site or product form. Everything you will need to
satisfy your spiritual needs will become available. You can tune
in whenever you want to feed your soul. This is the direction God
has taken me. This programming will be done in our own unique
way. It will always make you feel better.
God said He would arrange the financing for development.
He keeps saying to me, “When you are ready Ron”. Last night I
looked at the sunset and decided God knows perfectly well how
and when to help. He makes a different and perfect sunset every
night.
Certainly he knows what I will need. Nevertheless, I keep
asking Him about the arrival of financing. He said to be surprised
when things show up. I am constantly surprised and amazed at
who and what does show up.
I want you to feel a lot better by tuning in. I want to make it a
safe place that you thoroughly enjoy coming to. There will be a
great need for people that are like minded and masters in
filmmaking, writers, etc. We will need good life situations to
recreate. I hope you that are reading, that have mind boggling
issues, will share these with us. I am a strong believer in using
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many examples to teach everything. We want you to be
thoroughly entertained with any experience you have with us. Do
you think this would be valuable to you?
This teaching will be independent of religion. I teach the
energy of God as taught by Jesus. There is no other teacher that
knows God better than Jesus. Why focus on second best? It is
costly to construct feature quality programming that complies
with the tough standards of my educational methodology. The
quality will evolve as funding allows.
Gradually you will become powerhouses with your new
knowledge. You will become a powerful source of good feelings
to others. This growth goes on for your entire life.
Later in the book I will explain why it was necessary for God
to send Jesus. Some of you have had the Jesus beat out of you.
I use the energy of Jesus teachings and not the exact words. It is
very different. Only the spirit of Jesus teaching is pure and true.
Original energy always stays intact.
Each contributor’s spirit lives in the text of the Gospels.
We can differentiate which is pure and which is not pure, from
what was originally written. Between, above and around the
words, we allow the energy to communicate to our mind. The
soul is our feed. We glean the energy felt from our deep focus on
that feeling. We are able to see things we could not see with our
eyes, and has not been seen by anyone previously.
Jesus did nothing by accident. Everything He did was with
exactness. He made sure He had many firsthand witnesses. His
birth coincides to the alignment of three planets that foretold the
birth of the King of Kings. Now who could have made that up?
Some things are written in the stars? How else could you look
at that coincidence of Jesus birth, except with naivety? What
would it mean to be born the King of Kings?
Jesus was highly confrontational and used language with
such intelligence that it infuriated the religious leadership. Jesus
confronted, provoked and agitated, and became the target of the
leaders of the church. His questions were asked with words that
confounded. He could have easily avoided his death, but He
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pushed forward, insuring each thing met with prophecy. Who
would think to do such a thing?
Jesus said not to allow Him to be a stumbling block to finding
God. He has been used exactly that way. I will show you clearly
that Jesus should not be a block to anyone finding God. I will
show you why.
What has changed that is notable here? In many civilized
countries, freedom of thought has only recently become a reality.
Finally we can think independently of family, friends, community,
religion, customs, culture, or traditions. We can think without fear
of retribution about our expressed thoughts. We must open
ourselves to that. It goes against what is normal for us.
Now you can learn privately about this powerful energy force
called God. There is no mandate to belong to a religion or attend
a religious facility. You needn’t talk it over with people that might
mock your thinking or your questions. Now it will stay between
you and God.
I am not against church. Most churches have programs that
serve you socially, and provide you commonality. Church
provides community, and helps people that are in need. Those
are highly valuable things to God.
But many churches are a source of pain that damages souls.
That is not the behavior of God. Churches are not immune to the
demons of its members or clergy. Churches do not teach how to
confront the demons of others. Politics can be a dark energy in
churches. Money becomes a primary focal point. People are left
to flounder, for want of good teaching about God. Sermons are
theater but they do placate the sheep.
Because of the freedoms that we now have, we can question
status quo. In the past, you were silenced about saying anything
that didn’t fit with village thinking. Now we can look and find
greater truths.
Truth is what we seek. These new freedoms allow us to
step outside of the control of others influence, without being
burnt at the stake, condemned to harsh punishment, ostracized
by the people in your world, or told you are going to hell. We are
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free to discover what we have not been able to question before
now.
Whether you are a churchgoer, you like religion or don’t,
whether you are Christian, or any other religion, you should have
access to religious teaching that makes sense to you about the
journey to heaven. It is your soul after all. No one can save your
soul for you. It is up to you.
You should have teaching available to you about how to
synchronize the energy of your mind with your soul. This
alignment of energy provides you greater power than you can
imagine. It is powerful! You will see!
Don’t you deserve to know how to make this power work
for you? Most of us want to know we are headed to heaven.
What is this thing about sin anyway? What does God expect
from us?
What is sin really? Is it true that there is a judgment? Is
there a chosen people? Where do you go to find out if you are
unsure of these questions and more? Will church teach you?
Most churches do their best to teach, but the teaching is often
less than you would expect in order to really understand about
the soul or truth about God. Church teaching always reflects
church doctrine. Church doctrine is easily tainted by those giving
refuge to the scriptural twisting demon.
You deserve good quality comprehensive instruction that
addresses the energy (the spirit) of the teachings about God. For
those that have received instruction about God, you will want to
complete your knowledge by tuning into the energy that was
really expressed by Jesus teachings.
Jesus taught that the religious leaders had focused only on
the written promise or commandments.
This was literal
interpretation and not the spirit. How could they possibly have
understood what is still a huge mystery?
Here we focus on the felt energy of the teachings of
Jesus and not the writing specifically. We understand that the
writing has an unseen spirit, and without the writing, there would
be no spirit.
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What you read must really feel right to you or you will have
conflicted energy. It must satisfy any confusion. It should make
complete sense to you. That can only happen when you can feel
the energy. Is it consistent thought? You ask questions. Some
things interpreted simply don’t make sense.
No matter what you are involved in, you should always ask
this question, “where is the gain”. Is it providing you something
that is important? Does the energy from what you are feeling
provide you a lift or does it beat you down?
Is it good energy that lifts or bad energy that drains?
That is the defining point in sin. It is really simple! Always, in
any endeavor ask, where is the gain? That is what we are here
to do, to learn how to raise the energy level in your mind and
soul.
We learn how to become a source of energy to others that
can and will raise the energy of your physical and immortal life.
We must take control over the being attached to us that is going
to Heaven. It is horribly neglected.
This book will teach you what is required to go to
heaven. It is easy! You only have to pursue being a good
person. You want to use good energy. It is that easy. The key
word in that statement is ‘want’. You must really want it in all
seriousness. How do you do that? You learn how!
You cannot fool God. God cannot be deceived. Anything you
want you work toward. You can’t say you want to do good deeds
or think good thoughts, and then just stay ignorant of the world of
your soul. You become a seeker of truth.
Reading this book will teach you about the energy filled
world of God. If you have issues, the book will explain how to
get your issues resolved that are damaging to your soul. You will
learn how to get your soul cleaned up so it doesn’t stay
neglected any longer.
We spend time cleansing the soul. Cleansing is tied directly
to the understanding that you get from your reading, study and
contemplation. This book will show the need to make the study
of the behavior of God, an important part of our life.
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We are preparing for heaven. We need to get our soul
cleaned up and prepare it thoroughly. Jesus said we need to
prepare for the wedding. Your wedding clothes are how you
adorn your soul. It is your finest clothing. Your body is not going
to heaven, nor is your mind.
What does spiritual clothing look like? This time on earth
is our audition time for heaven. What would be the result of doing
an audition badly?
Jesus said we need to be prepared as if for a wedding feast,
which was the biggest event of those times. You dress your soul
by getting rid of the ickies. You clean it up real good and dress it
with the best behaviors. You enable the power of the soul with
the mind.
Our mood and attitude become a high for us. Your good
feelings are peaking. Heaven will be a good time. We need to
prepare ourselves to have a good time, by having a good time
here on the earth. We need to start having that good time now.
Let us leave the glum life and build our own energies.
That is what God wants from us, to evolve our soul to its greatest
state of power. Not too complicated at all is it?
We will show you how to cleanse your soul of any stinkies in
it. We will show you how to protect your soul, such as to resist
any more damage. We will show you how to use behaviors that
provide you greater choices.
We will show you the necessity for control of your mind,
in new ways and for new reasons. This self imposed mind
control will enable your soul to provide you miraculous results
with your struggles and goals. It will release your soul from the
bondage that comes from not understanding its power.
When you want to go to heaven, it means you want your soul
to live with God in a new body after your physical body dies.
Your soul must get prepared for service to God. What is service
to God on the earth? It is the control of energy for the
purpose of goodness.
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You learn how to raise the energy of your world, and learn
how to quit draining energy from yourself and others, which is
against God.
You learn that God wants people in Heaven that work at
strengthening their behaviors that are good. This will make
others feel good, and raises their energy. God’s people practice
doing the right thing, and understand what they are doing and
why it is right. They know how to read the spirits around
them. That is what we teach.
If you were God, would you invite the people that have
ignored you, to come live with you in your Kingdom? How
would low level energy from the lethargic and disapproving
person, serve you, as God, in heaven? God is not desperate for
people to live in heaven. It is not a right simply because you
were born human. You must show God the love you feel for Him.
You do that with your behavior.
God told me it took an amazing number of centuries to design
mankind? He said to me that this time was grueling. Mankind
has presented many challenges to God. God has had to change
much because of Mankind’s choices. God changed the earth
around because of mankind. He changed the lifespan when the
Garden was physically ended with Noah. He changed the rules
for going to heaven.
It’s simple! God wants the people that want Him. He
needs to trust you in heaven to do what He wants. He wants to
know when you have a job to do for Him, that you will do it and
not flake. You start building that trust now. You need to
understand Him as much as you can.
Many will lay claim to God and Jesus. Jesus said that people
will say they loved God when they die, and yet, there was little
action to back up their claim. It is the soul that goes to heaven.
God looks to see what you are doing about your soul. You must
really include God in all your life. You pray in private and talk to
God throughout the day. You include God directly or by
consideration, in everything you do.
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I will teach you that your job on this earth is to understand
that there are two things that can happen with your energy. You
can use your energy for good or bad. It is strictly your free
choice. One type of energy helps build your soul and others. One
type shuts down your soul and others.
If it builds positive energy, it is good, and is then ‘Of
God’. God is good. Only God is good. The rest of us are less
than purely good, as the forces against us are strong. There are
none among us that are good. When you use the other type of
energy, the energy prompted and controlled by dark forces, it
always causes damage.
We work at improving the control of our mind, so we can
better use the energy that is good. The mind must understand
that. You train your mind how to do that. Our mind is always
looking to say, or do, or think something that will lift the spirits of
other people. We practice infusing good and lifting energy into
others.
We are careful, that in our efforts to raise the energy level, we
are not actually lowering it. If you are not in tune with the energy
of a person, even though your intentions are high, you can cause
damage to their soul. We will make mistakes. Every situation
provides us new challenges for our new understanding of
behavior. You can tell if your efforts are raising or lowering the
energy of another person by the many expressions that people
show.
This is one goal for evolving the soul. You learn to become
keenly aware of the spirits that surround you. Each person that is
in your life has a different spirit. Learning how to treat others,
based on the feel of their spirit, is foundational for service to
God. We are building a strong foundation.
When you become more sensitized to the energy of others, is
when you will know what you can do to raise their energy. Some
people are completely elevated by being treated with respect.
Often just a slight smile can raise the energy of their day. It will
become obvious to you, and you’ll know what to do in most
situations.
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If a person senses you are not connected, are just
patronizing them, and not showing sensitivity to the condition of
their soul, then it is superficial.
Evolving the soul is what we must do if we really want to
live with God in Heaven. Consistently raising the energy
around us takes time to learn. Even though those behaviors are
inherent, or hard wired in us, they might not have been modeled
to us. If behavior is not modeled, then where would you learn?
We practice our sensitivity to the feelings coming though our
soul, all day, every day. We must often raise our own energy as
well, when we are low. We use our mind control skill by self
talking ourselves out of valleys, pits, and wells. We realize when
our energy has lapsed and start walking out with a fully aware
mind. We call on God for reinforcements and problem resolution.
Sometimes we experience lows because God has had
difficulty getting through to us and is doing some arm twisting.
We must beg God for mercy when He is trying to teach us
something we are resisting. The book of Psalms features the
times David had to repent for the many wrongs he had done. He
had a life of many highs and lows. God provided the lows for the
times when David did wrongs.
Don’t confuse the pain of discipline with the pain from evil.
Discipline always builds you, whereas evil just destroys.
For years, God would use my back as his foot rest. He is
heavy. I couldn’t move sometimes. I was paralyzed. It made me
think, “Am I getting something wrong that I need to see”?
I have discovered how to evolve the soul, and want you
all to know how to do this. We turn our lives into a power that
causes us wonderful feelings. These feelings are like none
previously experienced. We get as close to heaven as is
possible on this earth. We learn how to appreciate every little
thing that gratifies our day.
Every time I am within range of a compliment being passed, I
don’t turn around and look to see if it was for me. I assume it was
for me. If your presence in the area has prompted someone to
compliment another, then consider it is also meant for you. If
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your energy was dark, they would not be so prompted. I say
“thank you”, under my breath and that brings a smile to my face,
and I walk on with greater energy.
What is ahead in this book?
This book will provide the structure, the framework that is
foundational for subsequent programs of instruction and related
help in understanding God. This book is a lifelong reference to
you. Keep your copy.
As you learn more about the unseen world of God, you will
feel better and better about yourself. It will resolve your
questions. Even if you have read every self help book, or
currently use other methods to achieve closeness to God, or are
religious or know the Bible inside out, or have had sixteen years
of therapy, this teaching will resolve those energies such that
they all work together for you.
This book is not Psychology. Psychology is science. This
book is not about science. It is also not literal bible. This book is
based purely in the energy of Jesus teachings. We look at the
energy. The energy is felt by the soul.
The energy of Jesus teachings paints a feeling. When you
consciously understand this amazing energy, you will say, “Wow!
What? Huh?” It will finally resolve all your inner conflicting
energy.
Now, there will be no reason for thinking you will be ‘left
behind’. You are going to heaven if you wish. Your religion, or
no religion, is not a factor. This teaching will show you how easy
it is to get to heaven and serve God there, however He wants,
for all times.
I like to imagine what heaven is like. Is it like I imagine?
Perhaps so! Can you imagine living a more heavenly life now, on
this earth?
What is the point? Find God! He has challenged us to find
Him. Are you fully confident you know God? He provided all we
need to make a choice in His favor. Your soul is the prize. It is
your choice and yours alone who gets the prize. People will
certainly try to influence your decision, and among the most
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active doing that, will be dark forces that inhabit you and
everyone around you. God wants to be found by us. He wants us
to want Him. He wants us to understand.
We are not interested in mimicking any church or
religion. We will not use the language of any religion, which can
have the tone and smell of self righteousness. It is a big turn off
to me and others. Jesus said that pretentious religious people
use this behavior for their own glory in the church. Neither do we
want to connect this teaching to any religion or denomination.
You will soon see why!
A preview of the next chapter: What? You say anyone can
go to heaven? Judaism, Christianity, Muslims, or any religion are
not factors. You practice the behavior of God and that shows
God you are serving Him. That is what God wants. Our service
through good behaviors is how you show God you believe. We
must learn how to do that and why. You will see the logic is
absolutely sound, and it will leave you feeling like, “Of course
that is right Ron” because it feels right.
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